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The Legacy at Millennium Park Electric to Gas Makeup Air Heating Conversion
Gross Square Footage Impacted: 753,790 ft²
Number of Floors:73
Annual Energy Cost Savings: $330,000
Project Cost: $1,750,000
Construction Complete: October 2019
Project Summary
Located in the Loop neighborhood of downtown
Chicago, The Legacy at Millennium Park is a 73-story
high-rise mixed use condominium and commercial
space building that was originally constructed in 2009
and consists of 360 luxury condominium units, 460
parking spaces, and spaces for the Art Institute of
Chicago and University Club. Originally, the building
employed all-electric heating through the use of electric
resistance coils while cooling was accomplished by a
third-party district chilled water provider. Building
ventilation was originally accomplished via four (4)
100% outdoor air makeup air units located on the 13th
and 72nd floors which provided winter heating and
summer re-heat via electric resistance coils. The total
makeup air quantity was 102,500 CFM. In 2017, Elara
was called upon to conduct a ventilation study which Figure 1: The Legacy at Millennium Park
identified the opportunity to achieve energy cost savings
by converting the makeup air system from electric heating to natural gas heating by installing two (2) new hot
water boiler plants, one (1) plant on the 13th floor and a second plant on the 73rd floor. Further, it was identified
that the 73rd floor boiler plant could also provide domestic hot water heating via double wall heat exchangers.
Building ownership elected to move forward with the proposed project in 2018 and construction began in the
summer of 2019. The project highlights and justification for claim of excellence are provided below.
Energy Efficiency: New hot water heating and re-heat
coils for all four (4) existing makeup air units were sized
to maximize efficiency with air pressure drops near 0.1
in.wc and a maximum hot water return temperature of
105oF. This resulted in a negligible fan energy penalty
over the electric coils and allowed for minimum boiler
efficiencies of 94%. Hot water resets allow for reduced
return water temperatures, further improving boiler
efficiency. Parallel ECM pumps were utilized for each
plant to reduce pump energy usage. The pump controls
stage themselves based on the best efficiency point and
control to a loop differential pressure. Pressure
independent control valves were also used to maximize
temperature differential and ensure designed efficiencies
were maintained.

Figure 2: New 73rd Floor Boiler Plant

Domestic hot water for the entire building is provided by the new 73rd floor boiler plant and two (2) plate and
frame heat exchangers which replaced an inefficient atmospheric domestic heating plant. The new heat
exchangers were designed for a close approach and maximum temperature differential to maintain high boiler
efficiency.
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Indoor Air Quality: Elara’s 2017 Ventilation Study identified that the building was operating at a substantially
negative pressure with respect to the outdoors. This was partially due to the makeup air units being operated at
reduced speeds during the winter to ensure temperature control could be maintained. Further, the 72nd floor
units experienced significant snow intake which was damaging the electric coils and required further speed
reductions. Additionally, the electric coils were staged and struggled to maintain even temperature control of
discharge air in both winter heating mode and summer re-heat mode. This resulted in reduced ventilation air
being provided to condominiums and poor temperature control due to increased infiltration. The new hot water
system with pressure independent valves allows for precise temperature control and enables the fans to operate
at design capacity, increasing ventilation capacity to the building.
Innovation: The project utilizes modular high efficiency
boilers in conjunction with state-of-the-art ECM pumps
equipped with integral controllers. Pressure independent
control valves allow for a system that operates as intended
with minimal outside input required. Additionally, the 13th
floor boiler flues are routed through a mid-level garden
deck and incorporate a unique, aesthetically pleasing
architectural screening to conceal the flues (pictured
right). Further, the 73rd floor boilers also provide domestic
hot water for the entire building through two plate and
frame heat exchangers. In the future, when the domestic
storage tank is decommissioned, a 3rd heat exchanger can
be installed so the system can provide instantaneous hot
water for all 360 condominium units. Lastly, the project
was phased, allowing the building to maintain full
occupancy with minimal impact to the condominium
residents and other building occupants.

Figure 3: Architectural screening for boiler flues
on 13th floor garden deck

Operation and Maintenance: The original electric coils were a constant source of maintenance due to failed
contactors and shorting from snow and rain infiltration The new hot water coils and glycol hot water loop
require minimal maintenance and have eliminated the issues related to shorting. Further, the new boiler plants
are designed to minimize additional maintenance through the use of ECM pumps and simple controls.
Cost Effectiveness: The entire project was designed to maximize efficiency while simultaneously reducing the
installation cost. The use of ECM pumps with integral controls, pressure independent control valves, modular
boilers sized for limited excess capacity and low air pressure drop, high delta T coils resulted in a project that
achieves those goals under real world conditions. The integral equipment controls reduced controls costs while
the use of pressure independent valves reduced balancing scope. Boilers with internal modules were selected to
allow for reduced installed capacity, and therefore cost, while maintaining the required redundancy. The project
came in 17% under budget and has less than a 6-year simple payback.
Environmental Impact: The energy savings associated with this project result in an approximate reduction of
3,900 metric tons of CO2, the equivalent of removing 841 passenger cars or 449 homes from operation.
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NEW PARALLEL
ECM PUMPS

PICTURE 1: NEW 73RD FLOOR BOILER PLANT

NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILERS (PICTURE 1)

NEW HOT WATER HEATING
AND REHEAT COILS

NEW PLATE AND FRAME HEAT EXCHANGERS

NEW HOT WATER HEATING
AND REHEAT COILS

PICTURE 2: 13TH FLOOR BOILER FLUES

PICTURE 3: ARCHITECTURAL SCREENING FOR BOILER FLUES
ON 13TH FLOOR GARDEN DECK

NEW PARALLEL
ECM PUMPS
NEW HOT WATER HEATING
AND REHEAT COILS

KEY
NEW NATURAL GAS FOR NEW BOILER PLANTS
NEW GLYCOL HOT WATER LOOP
NEW DOMESTIC HOT WATER FROM BOILER PLANT

NEW HOT WATER HEATING
AND REHEAT COILS

NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILERS

NEW HOT WATER BOILER PLANT SCHEMATIC
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